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Portfolios for the socially
responsible investor
The Clean Green Global portfolio makes it easy to invest
intelligently by doing good.
We believe that investors should have a basic understanding of which
corporations and ideologies they are supporting with their investments, and
how that fits into their own belief and value systems.

To that end, Congress has created an investment
portfolio that allows client investors to support
companies that are environmentally friendly and
sustainable, socially aware and conscious, and
offer governance that is capable and effective.
Our investment team has thoughtfully selected a
portfolio, including exchange-traded funds (ETFs).
Most of the ETFs have positive environmental,
social, and governance (ESG) characteristics, which
are designed to offer risk and return traits similar
to comparable non-ESG indexes.
The Clean Green Global portfolio series (CGG) is
built to help mitigate downside risk and volatility,
while allowing upside returns. The holdings include
companies that have been shown to be well-run,
as well as socially conscious, gender aware, and
diverse. Some are environmentally positive and
have geared operations toward manufacturing
and services using an environmentally sustainable
supply chain while producing a profitable outcome.
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Invest intelligently by doing good...
by design.
Congress’ Clean Green Global is a platform of
portfolios based on two different strategies:
one emphasizing passive investing and the
second offering an active satellite component
along with a passive core. Both strategies are
diversified across 16 asset classes and include
index-based ETFs that screen the underlying
holdings to favor companies that rank highly* on
factors relating to ESG characteristics. In short,
the Clean Green Global platform is designed for
those investors who are interested in positioning
their investment portfolio to be more socially
and environmentally responsible but want to
be secure in the knowledge that a professional
manager is selecting and adjusting the holdings
when necessary, in their best interest.
In the recent past, with the introduction of
the COVID-19 pandemic and its subsequent
economic impact, we’ve seen dramatic images
of how our corporate and industrial efforts can
impact the environment, as lock downs and shut
downs have “cleared the air” in many industrial
settings. Now you can invest in those forwardthinking companies with Congress’ portfolios.

Clean Green Global offers investors a chance to
align their own personal core values regarding
the environment, gender equality, social
consciousness, and even corporate governance,
with their choice of investment strategy.
Congress’ analysts have spent the time to do
the research, to find those ETFs that fit their
screens for social responsibility, that screen out
corporate malfeasance, environmental waste,
and the socially objectionable or controversial,
and come up with choices that you’d be
proud to tell your friends and relatives about.
These portfolios are designed to offer returns
competitive with other investment strategies
without ESG characteristics.
And it’s not just about the equity in your
portfolio. ESG Corporate Bond ETFs have
been included to help balance the portfolio.
This sector is composed of a variety of U.S.
dollar-denominated, investment-grade bonds,
issued by companies that have positive ESG
characteristics, aiming to exhibit risk and return
characteristics similar to those of the parent
index of bonds. Not all holdings in the portfolio
have ESG characteristics.

It’s diversified.
Small-Cap stocks, Mid-Cap stocks, Large-Cap stocks, they’re all represented here. Some ETFs are
crafted from broad indexes and others are crafted from more narrowly-focused industry-based
collections, but all allow you to build a diversified, socially conscious, environmentally and culturally
friendly portfolio that could deliver competitive returns.

*Rankings are provided by the third-party index provider and based on their unique proprietary methodology.
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A global approach.
CGG offers investors global diversification with the same focus on ESG in international ETFs that
we insist on in domestic holdings. And we didn’t forget emerging market ETFs either. We included
carefully selected developed market and emerging market ETF positions that exhibit the more
enlightened philosophy that their domestic counterparts have demonstrated, while aiming to achieve
competitive returns. The planet is all linked together economically and environmentally, and your
investment program should reflect that reality while remaining mindful of your investment goals.
It’s a Solid Combination: gender and diversity, social values, environmental awareness and
sustainability, and the drive for competitive returns, all in one simple package you can feel good
about.

A planning bonus.
Some investment firms are run by investment managers whose exclusive mandate is to produce
attractive pretax returns. We are different. We are wealth managers. We consider additional factors:
pre-tax returns, after-tax returns, sequence of returns, portfolio volatility, client risk preferences, and
the ability to assume risk. In addition, wealth management clients often have multiple taxable and
tax-deferred accounts, as opposed to investment managers, who are typically responsible for a single
pooled investment vehicle (like a mutual fund).
As a wealth management firm, we not only
understand these special client needs, but offer an
investment platform that specifically addresses
them. The Congress platform enables cross-account
re-balancing, traditional tax management, asset
location, legacy securities, customized billing and
cashiering, and more. That kind of flexibility and
power isn’t found in every advisor’s arsenal.
We do not offer a one size fits all solution. Our
approach to wealth management allows you to be
treated as an individual and enables us to address
your specific needs.
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How does it perform?
Clean Green Global is designed to post
competitive returns while incorporating the core
values you want in corporate investments. As
with any aggregate portfolio that is diversified,
there are trade-offs between risk and reward.
It is designed to deliver competitive returns you
can be satisfied with, and to be proud of how you
got them.

Plus, when you select the Clean Green Global
portfolio option, you’ll have a choice between the
3 actively managed models (Dynamic Market)
and the 5 models (Strategic Market) that are
more traditionally managed, to match your
appetite for risk and growth. We can review
these styles with you and help you select the
style that’s most suited to your goals.

Congress’ Investment Team has put together a
portfolio that is seeking to balance the volatility
and risk of a diversified multi-asset class
portfolio with similar characteristics of stability
and diversity, while incorporating the core values
and social consciousness of an ESG approach
to security selection. This is a combination that
delivers the kind of returns investors can be
proud of and feel good about.

Clean Green Global is the investment portfolio
you’ve been looking for to perfectly align your
investment strategy with your core values as a
person, to create a combination of investments
you can be proud of and tell your colleagues and
cohort about.
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Disclosure
Congress Wealth Management, LLC (“Congress”) is a registered investment adviser with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended.
For additional information, please visit our website at congresswealth.com or visit the Investment Adviser Public
Disclosure website at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov by searching with Congress’ CRD #310873.
Congress acquired certain strategies of Pinnacle Advisory Group, Inc. on April 30, 2021.
The summary of the strategy is based upon the opinions of Congress, and the data available at the time of publication.
Information and opinions discussed in this commentary may be superseded, and we do not undertake to update such
information.
References to indices, benchmarks or other measures of relative market performance over a specified period of
time are provided for your information only and do not imply that the portfolio will achieve similar results. The index
composition may not reflect the manner in which a portfolio is constructed. While an adviser seeks to design a
portfolio, which reflects appropriate risk and return features, portfolio characteristics may deviate from those of the
benchmark.
This material is presented solely for informational purposes and nothing herein constitutes investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice, or a recommendation or solicitation to buy, sell or hold a security. No recommendation or
advice is being given as to whether any investment or strategy is suitable for a particular investor. Investing entails
risks, including possible loss of principal. This document should not be construed as a recommendation to purchase or
sell any particular securities. Market conditions can vary widely over time and can result in a loss of portfolio value.
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